Abstract The use of Hu man coding for economical representation of a stream of symbols drawn from a de ned source alphabet is widely known. In this paper we consider the problems encountered when Hu man coding is applied to an alphabet containing millions of symbols. Conventional tree-based methods for generating the set of codewords require large amounts of main memory; and worse, the codewords generated may be longer than 32 bits, which can severely limit the usefulness of both software and hardware implementations. The solution to the second problem is to generate \length-limited" codes, but previous algorithms for this restricted problem have required even more memory space than Hu man's unrestricted method. Here we re-examine the \package-merge" algorithm for generating optimal length-limited pre x-free codes and show that with a considered reorganisation of the key steps and careful attention to detail it is possible to implement it to run quickly in modest amounts of memory. As evidence of the practical usefulness of the improved method, we describe experiments on an alphabet of over one million symbols, for which an optimal 32-bit limited code was constructed in 11 megabytes of memory and about 60 seconds of CPU time.
Introduction
Text compression is an important tool when large amounts of data are to be stored. Compression not only saves storage space, but also reduces disk tra c, sometimes to the extent Correspondence should be addressed to this author: Telephone +61 3 3449168; Facsimile +61 3 3481184; Internet alistair@cs.mu.oz.au. that overall access times can be shorter with a compressed text than with an uncompressed text, even including the cost of the decompression.
It is generally accepted that a compression system consists of two activities: modelling and coding 1]. The model estimates, for each possible symbol that might appear next, a probability of occurrence. The coder is then responsible for representing the actual stream of symbols with respect to those estimated probabilities. There are many ways to model text, and for an overview the reader is referred to Bell, Cleary and Witten 1] . Here we will focus on the coding side of this team, and ask what happens when the model contains a very large number|perhaps millions|of symbols. We do have in mind a particular model, and our investigation has been motivated by very pragmatic requirements arising from the use of this model, but we will defer discussion of that until later.
Once a model is chosen, probabilities with respect to that model must be estimated. One common way of estimating probabilities is to simply count the frequency of occurrence of each symbol, and divide by the total number of symbols. Hence, it is convenient to regard the coding problem as one of calculating, given a set of symbol frequencies, a set of codewords that can be used to represent whatever symbol does actually appear next in the input stream.
Probably the most widely-known of all coding techniques is Hu man's famous method 6]. It is described in textbooks covering both text compression and the more general area of algorithms and data structures. Moreover, the behaviour of Hu man codes is well understood, and in most practical situations Hu man codes give compression very close to the underlying model entropy 8] despite the fact that all of the codewords assigned by the algorithm are integral length, which means in e ect that all symbol probabilities have been approximated by negative powers of two.
There are two reasons why large alphabets pose problems for the usual textbook implementations of Hu man coding. The rst is the memory space required by the algorithm. Typical descriptions (see, for example, Van Wyk 14, page 238]) make use of linked data structures with multiple elds per node. Since there are 2n ? 1 nodes in total in a code tree with n leaves (representing an alphabet of n symbols), and each node requires as many as four words of memory, a \textbook" implementation of Hu man coding might require as much as 8n words of memory|32 Mb to generate a code for one million symbols.
By using an implicit tree structure rather than an explicit structure the space can be reduced. For example Sedgewick 12 , page 328] gives a construction employing arrays and an implicit heap structure that uses 5n words of memory. Further memory savings result if codeword lengths are calculated rather than actual codeword bit-descriptions. This allows the memory requirement to be reduced to as little as 2n words 15]. Although these improvements are in terms of constant factors only, the impact they have is important, and they make large-scale coding signi cantly more \a ordable". All of these algorithms require O(n log n) time to generate Hu man codes for an alphabet of n symbols, and are asymptotically e cient.
The second problem with Hu man coding is more insidious, and that is the problem of word-over ow when assigning codewords. For throughput reasons it is desirable in both hardware and software implementations to be able to store each codeword in one machine word. This allows input and output operations to be performed as a single \mask and shift" sequence, and gives rise to the high speed of Hu man coders 9]|their principal advantage over arithmetic coders of the form described by Witten, Neal and Cleary 16]. Although 64-bit machines are beginning to make their presence felt, for most users the \one word" requirement means that none of the generated codewords exceed 32-bits long.
For small alphabets of just a few hundred symbols codeword over ow is usually assumed to be a remote possibility. In reality, an alphabet of as few as 34 symbols can force a 33-bit codeword. However for this to happen the least probable symbol must turn up fewer than one time in ten million 15], and this seems a safe bet, since reasonably accurate statistics for a small alphabet can be achieved after just a few thousand or tens of thousands of symbols have been processed. But when the alphabet is large the problem becomes quite real|one imagines that when accumulating frequencies on an alphabet of one million symbols it is highly likely that ten or one hundred million symbols in total are to be processed. In such a system it is necessary for some length-limit to be imposed, an upper bound on the permitted length of the generated codewords.
Many authors have considered the problem of generating length-limited codes, or, equivalently, optimal binary search trees 3, 5, 13], but all of the early algorithms were intractable in terms of either space or time or both, or described e cient solutions that seemed useful in practice but did not guarantee that the resulting set of codewords was optimal 2, 11]. It was not until 1990 that an e cient solution to the problem of nding optimal length-limited codes was articulated, by Larmore and Hirschberg 7] . They described two algorithms. The rst|known as the \package-merge" technique|takes O(nL) time and O(nL) space to generate an L-bit length-limited code for an alphabet of n symbols. However, it is again dependent on an explicit data structure, and, supposing three words of memory for each of the 2nL nodes required by the structure, requires more than 700 Mb of memory to generate a 32-bit limited code for an alphabet of one million symbols.
The second algorithm described by Larmore and Hirschberg is a re ned version of the rst, and is called the \recursive package-merge" method. It uses a controlled amount of re-evaluation to reduce the space requirement to O(n) within the same O(nL) time limit.
This algorithm is asymptotically e cient, but for our purposes the constant factor is allimportant; and the constant factor here is sixteen words|to build a length-limited code for one million symbols requires 64 Mb of memory.
In this paper we consider practical methods for reducing these memory requirements.
Starting with the O(nL) space package-merge algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg we develop a new implementation with reduced memory requirements. We do this in two stages.
In the rst stage we describe a compact representation of the linked structure assumed by Larmore and Hirschberg, and show how it can be manipulated in-situ to generate the same optimal codes. In total, this method requires 2n + 2nL=w + O(L) words of memory to generate optimal length-limited codes for an alphabet of n symbols, where w is the number of bits per word in the machine being used. In many applications w = L (after all, this was the argument used earlier to motivate the need for length-limited codes), and in these cases 4n words su ce, or 16 Mb for the hypothetical alphabet of one million symbols. The running time is retained at O(nL).
In the second stage we add a further interesting twist|instead of calculating and storing that which is required to generate the nal set of codes, we calculate that which is not, and then infer the set of codes from the \negative" information so obtained. It turns out that there is signi cantly less negative information to be stored than there is positive information, and the space required is correspondingly reduced. The nal algorithm requires 2n + 2n(L ? log 2 n)=w + O(L) words. For one million symbols and w = L = 32 this corresponds to a memory requirement of about 11 Mb.
Neither of the two algorithms presented here are asymptotically e cient, and both, in the limit, must be described as requiring O(nL) space. However the very low constant factors we have been able to achieve make them eminently suited to \real" use. For example, 2n + 2nL=w is less than 16n whenever L=w 7, that is, on current computers whenever L 224. In turn, a codeword of 225 bits can only be generated on an input stream of at least 2 10 47 symbols 15], and this is most unlikely. (At a million symbols a second, it would take 6 10 30 centuries to perform the compression, somewhat greater than the mean time between failure of any conceivable computing equipment.) Moreover, the new approach is signi cantly faster than the recursive Larmore and Hirschberg variant. Hence, for all practical purposes the implementation we describe here is the method of choice. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 de nes the problem at hand, that of calculating a set of codewords (or, as we shall see, a set of codeword lengths) given an input frequency distribution. The \package-merge" algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg is then described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the rst improvement, the use of a compact structure to record the progress of the package-merge method. In Section 5 we then re-examine the requirements of the package-merge method, and derive a second improvement that further reduces the memory required. The results of experiments on a distribution containing more than one million symbols are described in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarises the results obtained.
Pre x Codes
Suppose that in some stream of symbols there are n distinct symbols; and that the i'th symbol appears p i times. That is, we suppose that fp i g is a set of n strictly positive integers. It is also convenient to assume that p 1 p 2 p n ; in any particular situation if this is not already the case it can be achieved by a preprocessing step in O(n log n) time, which does not dominate any of the algorithms described here.
A code is set of n integers fl i g, where the presumption is that the i'th symbol will be represented by a codeword l i bits long.
A pre x-free code (sometimes known as a pre x code) is a code for which P n i=1 2 ?li 1.
For example, assigning l i = dlog 2 ne is a valid code, since n 2 ?dlog 2 ne 1. Given a pre x-free code fl i g it is straightforward to determine a set of n codewords, one per distinct symbol, with the property that the codeword for symbol i is exactly l i bits long, and such that no codeword in the set is a proper pre x of any other. A code for which P n i=1 2 ?li > 1 will be described as being ambiguous. Where there is no possibility of confusion we shall use K to denote the quantity P n i=1 2 ?li .
Once a pre x-free code has been determined and a set of codewords is known they can be used to generate a representation of the input stream, and, perhaps, result in a storage reduction compared to the original representation. However we do not concern ourselves with the steps that actually assign nal codewords and use them, and will regard our task as being over when, for each symbol, we can indicate how long its codeword should be. One method for assigning codewords that leads to fast decoding is described by Witten, Mo at and Bell 15] .
A code is complete if P n i=1 2 ?li = 1. If a code is complete then there are no \gaps" in the assignment of codewords and every in nite string of zero-and one-bits corresponds to a message in the source alphabet. If n is a power of two then the code l i = dlog 2 ne used above as an example is complete; and for n not a power of two it can be made complete by setting 2 dlog 2 ne ? n of the l i values to blog 2 nc and leaving the remaining l i values as dlog 2 ne.
An optimal code (or optimal pre x-free code) is a set of codeword lengths l i such that not only is P n i=1 2 ?li 1 satis ed, but also such that B = P n i=1 l i p i is minimised over all pre xfree codes. Quantity B is the number of output bits used by the code to represent the input stream; a code is optimal if there is no other code that results in an output representation requiring fewer than B bits. Note that for a set fp i g there may be more than one optimal code; for the assignment p = f1; 1; 1g both l = f1; 2; 2g and l = f2; 1; 2g (and one other) result in compressed representations that require B = 5 bits. An optimal code is always complete. Hu man's algorithm 6] generates optimal pre x-free codes.
An L-limited code (or L-bit length-limited pre x-free code) is a set of codeword lengths l i that not only satis es P n i=1 2 ?li 1, but is also such that l i L for some predetermined integer L and for all 1 i n. Finally, an optimal L-limited code (or optimal L-bit lengthlimited pre x-free code) is an L-limited code such that B = P n i=1 l i p i is minimal over all L-limited codes for constraint L; again, it is, of necessity, complete.
The problem we consider is this: given a set of symbol frequencies fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g and a bound L, derive an optimal L-limited code fl 1 ; l 2 ; : : : ; l n g. As always, we seek e cient algorithms, and are interested in bounding the running time and memory space consumed by any method as functions of n and L. 3 The Package-Merge Algorithm
The package-merge algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg is described in Figure 1 . In the pseudo-code of Figure 1 q is an array of lists, so that q i] is the i'th list and q i; j] is the j'th element of that i'th list.
The methodology of the algorithm is as follows. Suppose hypothetically that each of the n symbols is assigned l i = 0. The resulting code is certainly e cient (one cannot hope to do better than B = 0) and meets the length limit but is ambiguous, since K = P n i=1 2 ?li = n.
This latter quantity can only be reduced if one or more of the l i 's are increased. Which subset should be increased (and by what amount) to make the code unambiguous, and yet still comply with the length limit and minimise the increase in B? Certainly, incrementing l 1 to one reduces the sum K by 0.5 and has, over all possible changes, the minimum impact upon the number of output bits B, since p 1 is the smallest frequency count. Once this is done, incrementing l 2 to 1 is then guaranteed to achieve a further 0.5 reduction in K with minimal impact upon B. After these two steps we have K = n ? 1, and B will be p 1 + p 2 .
The third step is not so obvious. There is now a choice|either the third least frequent symbol can be assigned l 3 = 1, or to obtain the same 0.5 reduction in K, the rst two symbols can be jointly incremented, setting l 1 = l 2 = 2. In the rst case the increase in B will by p 3 , and in the second, B will go up by p 1 + p 2 . To follow the path of minimal increase, we choose the smaller of these two and increment accordingly.
Suppose we seek to continue in this way. In total 2n ? 2 \increments" of 0.5 each will be required before K becomes one, the point at which the code stops being ambiguous and becomes complete. Provided only that each increment is of a combination of symbols chosen to generate a minimal increase in B, and that no increment is allowed that boosts any l i value beyond L, the nal set fl i g will be an optimal L-limited code. But at the fourth and subsequent stages there will be a large number of alternatives to select amongst. Indeed, it is not even obvious what all the choices are. What the package-merge algorithm does is stipulate a mechanism for enumerating packages of symbols that allows easy recognition of which 2n ? 2 increments should be performed to obtain K = 1 with minimal increase in B. In Figure 2 packages are shown as pairs of values to show their origin; the weight of the package is the sum of the two individual weights.
To calculate the code, the rst 12 items from q 4] must be expanded, where 12 = 2n ? 2 is the number of 0.5 \increments" necessary to reduce K from 7 to 1. This involves, not surprisingly, increments to all of the seven l i values, plus the expansion of ve packages, which correspond in turn (by tracing back the packages) to the rst ten items of q 3]. Inspection of the list q 3] shows that to obtain these ten items, seven leaves must be traversed, 2nL items in the entire structure. In each item elds are required for its weight, and for left and right pointers (if it is a package) showing its composition. Leaves|that is, symbols| can be indicated by the use of null pointers. Since the items are generated in increasing order of weight they can be stored in an array rather than linked together, and so the list ordering can be managed implicitly rather than with an explicit pointer. Even so, in total 6nL words of memory are consumed. For an alphabet of one million symbols and L = 32 this corresponds to 730 Mb, a formidable requirement.
An E cient Representation for Packages
The key to reducing the space required is the observation that it is not actually necessary to record the composition of each package, only the fact that it is a package. Consider again the example shown in Figure 2 . In the rst twelve items of list q 4] there are seven symbols and ve packages; those packages must, of necessity, correspond to the rst ten items of list q 3]. Similarly, the three packages within the rst 10 items of q 3] must correspond to the rst six items in list q 2]; and the single package expanded from q 2] must have as its source the rst two items in q 1].
Suppose then that we record this information in a bitmap M, and set M i; j] to 1 if the j'th item in list q i] is a package, and to 0 if it is a symbol. Bitmap M requires 2nL bits, and if there are w bits per word on the machine being used, this amounts to 2nL=w words. at the beginning of this process. Furthermore, observe that the need to know the actual weight of each item is only temporary, and once q i + 1] is constructed there is no need for any detail of q i] to be preserved aside from the bitmap M i], which has the responsibility of showing how many of the rst x items is q i] were packages. This observation suggests a swing bu er arrangement, in which q i] is maintained in one array of 2n words until q i + 1] is constructed, and then overwritten during the construction of q i + 2] . These two bu ers, plus one n-word array to store p, are su cient, since M records all of the other necessary information. In fact, with careful management it is possible for q i] and q i + 1] to coexist in a single array Q of just n items, further reducing the space requirement. The improved procedure is described in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 q i] is still logically the i'th list of the package-merge process, but it is no stored and manipulated in the program. Instead, at any given stage both q i] and q i + 1] are both represented within the array Q. To be sure that the two uses of array Q coexist rather than collide, the packaging and merging must now be performed from the largest item down. This means that if q i] is of odd length, the largest item|either a symbol or a package|must be discarded before any packages are formed. Note that the termination condition shown in Figure 3 is somewhat simpli ed, and a more careful test is required in the actual implementation.
By merging from largest to smallest we can guarantee that Q has enough room for q i] and q i + 1] to coexist. This is because all of the largest items in q i] must be packages, and so in the initial stages of the algorithm detailed in Figure 3 , pq must be moving left faster than pr; and since pr starts at least one position to the right of pq (the maximum value of r is n ? 1, by the argument used above to bound the space of the original implementation described), pr can never overtake pq. This arrangement is shown in Figure 4 . Once the merge is complete then the entries in Q are shifted to the left so that they end up in positions 1 : : : r 0 .
While q i + 1] is being built the bitvector M i] is constructed. Hence, the merge can be performed in 2n + 2nL=w words|n for the list p, which is never altered; n for the array Q, to construct all the packages; and 2nL=w for the bitmap M. (In all of the algorithms considered in this paper it is assumed that the codelengths l can be written over the input p at the completion of the construction, and so we do not allocate any space for l). For the hypothetical problem of n = 1,000,000 and L = 32 this amounts to 16 Mb, assuming w = 32.
To generate the set l i we simply process the bitmap M, as shown in Figure 5 . Bits are inspected across each row of M, starting at row L; one bits indicate packages that need to be expanded from the previous level, the number of which is counted using t 0 ; while zero 1. Suppose that M has been created, that L is the length-limit, and that there are n symbols.
2. Set l f0; 0; : : : ; 0g, i L, and t 2n ? 2. The initial value of t for row L is 2n ? 2, as discussed earlier.
Trimming the Edges
The discussion in Section 4 assumed that M was a rectangular bitmap of L rows and 2n columns. In fact, if we allocate each row to be exactly the required number of bits, it can be made even smaller. For example, none of the items stored in q 1] are packages, and so M 1] need not be stored at all. Similarly, q 2] contains at most n=2 packages and is at most 3n=2 items long, and q 3] contains at most 3n=4 packages at is at most 7n=4 items long in total. That is, 3n=2 bits and 7n=4 bits respectively su ce for the next two rows, savings of roughly n=2 and n=4 bits. By shortening each of the rows of M to eliminate this unused storage a total of 2n + n=2 + n=4 + = 3n bits can be saved. This strategy allows the space required by M to be reduced to (2nL ? 3n)=w words, a saving of about 0.35 Mb for the hypothetical alphabet.
If we examine the other end of M it is possible to do even better. Consider q L], the last list. We know in advance that 2n ? 2 items will be examined. Moreover, there must be exactly n leaves amongst those items, since if this were not the case there would be symbols for which l i = 0 at the end of the process, which is clearly untenable. This means that, of the 2n ? 2 items of q L] that are examined, exactly n ? 2 must be packages. For example, in Figure 2 for which n = 7, there were ve packages amongst the twelve items expanded from q L]. Hence Figure 6 . Only the region shaded in gray needs to be stored. Since there are still notionally 2n?1 columns, the space occupied by M is thus reduced to 2n(L ? log 2 n) bits, or 2n(L ? log 2 n)=w words.
The running time is similarly reduced to O(n+n(L?log n)=w). When L is close to log 2 n| and there is the most \pressure" on the length limit|the total amount of space required to devise a length-limited code is close to 2n words, and the running time is almost linear. Figure 7a shows the memory space required by actual implementations, including all allocated arrays and bitvectors. Figure 7b shows the corresponding amount of CPU time required when these programs were executed on a Sun SPARC 10 Model 402. Because the Hu man method and the Fraenkel and Klein method have no requirement for the input list to be sorted, we have included the cost of sorting the list p for the two package-merge algorithms, to allow a fair comparison. Unsorted input also requires that the two packagemerge implementations use an extra array of n words to record the permutation of the input generated by the sorting process. The dark gray bars in Figure 7 show the resources required by the various methods assuming that the input list of frequencies is sorted; the light gray extensions show the extra cost incurred if the input list is not sorted and must rst be ordered. All of the methods are destructive, and overwrite the input frequencies with the corresponding output codelengths. A further n words are required if the frequencies must be preserved.
The improved implementation|using a bitmap, an in-place merge, and \complemen-tary" information|requires substantially less space than the O(n)-space method of Larmore and Hirschberg, and only a little more space than unrestricted Hu man coding using the 2n-word implementation described in 15]. Moreover, it is also fast compared to the Larmore and Hirschberg approach, which performs a controlled but non-trivial amount of repeated computation. Even when the cost of the presort of the frequencies is taken into account the improved implementation is only slightly slower than the simple Hu man method and the Fraenkel and Klein heuristic. There thus seems little reason to use Hu man codes at all when dealing with an alphabet of this magnitude|one may as well just be pessimistic, assume that codeword over ow is a possibility, and generate a length-limited code. It is also interesting to measure the compression ine ciency introduced by the use of length-limited codes. Figure 8 shows compression e ciency as a percentage of entropy for optimal length-limited codes of various lengths, and for the approximate length-limited codes produced by the Fraenkel and Klein algorithm, including all of the improvements they describe. Codes of fewer than 21 bits are not possible for the 3 Gb TREC collection, since the vocabulary contains 1,073,971 > 2 20 distinct words. The self-entropy of the word distribution is 11.46 bits per symbol, and this is plotted as 100%. For this distribution the Hu man code is just 0.27% ine cient compared to the entropy.
As can be seen, even quite severe length limits have relatively little e ect on compression e ciency. Use of L = 32 is attractive in that each codeword can be stored in one computer word; and L = 27 is another space-saving compromise, since this allows both codeword (27 an integer between 1 and 27) to be packed into a single word. This latter arrangement means that the actual compression pass can be e ected using just one word of memory per symbol.
Summary
We have examined the package-merge method of generating optimal L-limited pre x codes for an alphabet of n symbols, where n might be large. Although the O(n)-space algorithm of Larmore and Hirschberg is asymptotically e cient, in practice it is both memory-extravagant and relatively slow. Thee alternative implementation described here uses substantially less memory and runs quickly. Moreover, our method uses only slightly more memory than the best current implementation of Hu man's algorithm, and is of comparable speed. There seems no reason not to prefer the new implementation for all practical coding involving large alphabets, or in any situation where there is risk of codeword over ow for other reasons.
